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Abstract

Background Somapacitan, a long-acting growth hormone

(GH) derivative, has been well-tolerated in children with

GH deficiency (GHD) and adults (healthy and adult GHD),

in phase I, single- and multiple-dose trials, respectively,

and has pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties

supporting a once-weekly dosing regimen.

Objective In the absence of a multiple-dose phase I trial in

children with GHD, the aim was to develop a pharma-

cokinetic/pharmacodynamic model to predict somapacitan

exposure and insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) response

after once-weekly multiple doses in both children and

adults with GHD.

Methods Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic models were

developed from pharmacokinetic and IGF-I profiles in

three phase I trials of somapacitan (doses: healthy adults,

0.01–0.32 mg/kg; adult with GHD, 0.02-0.12 mg/kg;

children with GHD, 0.02–0.16 mg/kg) using non-linear

mixed-effects modeling. Pharmacokinetics were described

using a non-linear one-compartment model with dual first-

and zero-order absorption through a transit compartment,

with saturable elimination. IGF-I profiles were described

using an indirect response pharmacokinetic/pharmacody-

namic model, with sigmoidal-effect relationship.

Results The non-linear pharmacokinetic and IGF-I data

were well-described in order to confidently predict

pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic profiles after multiple

doses in adults and children with GHD. Body weight was

found to be a significant covariate, predictive of the dif-

ferences observed in the pharmacokinetics and pharmaco-

dynamics between children and adults. Weekly dosing of

somapacitan provided elevated IGF-I levels throughout the

week, despite little or no accumulation of somapacitan, in

both adults and children with GHD.

Conclusion This analysis of somapacitan pharmacokinetic/

pharmacodynamic data supports once-weekly dosing in

adults and children with GHD.

Trial Registration ClinicalTrials.gov identifier numbers

NCT01514500, NCT01706783, NCT01973244.

Key Points

Somapacitan pharmacokinetic and insulin-like

growth factor-I (IGF-I) profiles were well-

characterized by pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic

modeling in three phase I trials in adults (healthy and

adult growth hormone deficiency [GHD]) and

children with GHD.

The somapacitan pharmacokinetic/

pharmacodynamic model predicts elevated IGF-I

profiles from baseline, despite little or no

accumulation in pharmacokinetics following once-

weekly dosing in adults and children with GHD.

Somapacitan pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics

support once-weekly dosing in adults and children

with GHD.
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1 Introduction

Patients with growth hormone (GH) deficiency (GHD),

whether developed in childhood or adulthood (AGHD),

require GH replacement therapy to support attainment of

normal adult height [1] or to prevent the long-term com-

plications of AGHD, and consequently improve quality of

life [2, 3]. Consensus guidelines for the treatment of chil-

dren with GHD recommend that GH is administered by

subcutaneous injection in the evening on a daily basis,

adjusting the dosage (mg/kg/day) based on body weight or

body surface area [1, 4]. In adults, daily dosing is also

recommended; however, rather than weight-based dosing,

guidelines advise individualized dose titration according to

clinical response, adverse effects, and insulin-like growth

factor-I (IGF-I) levels [2]. As an indicator for bioavailable

GH and potential growth response (mediating most of the

actions controlled by GH), IGF-I levels are monitored to

ensure appropriate dose titration (along with clinical

response and indicators of safety), and, following stabi-

lization of GH dose, IGF-I is monitored to ensure adher-

ence and long-term safety of GH treatment [1, 5].

A recognized barrier to obtaining treatment goals is poor

adherence [6]. Given the requirement for daily injections,

there is the potential for patients to develop injection

fatigue, with a negative impact on GH treatment adherence

[7] and outcomes [8]. Although GH is administered via thin

needles, to minimize pain, some patients find elements of

the regimen difficult, particularly because treatment may

be lifelong [9]. Indeed, adherence has been reported to

worsen over time, potentially affecting long-term outcomes

during once-daily GH treatment [10].

Long-acting GH products are being developed with

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties that

make longer dosing intervals possible. Somapacitan (Novo

Nordisk A/S, Bagsværd, Denmark) is a novel reversible

albumin-binding GH derivative in which a fatty acid with

non-covalent albumin-binding properties has been conju-

gated by alkylation to GH. The resulting non-covalent

binding to endogenous albumin slows elimination by

means of reduced clearance via glomerular filtration,

resulting in an extended half-life [11, 12], making once-

weekly subcutaneous administration possible.

In short-term phase I trials, somapacitan has been shown

to be well-tolerated in children with GHD (single doses)

[13] as well as healthy adults [14] and AGHD (single and

multiple doses) [15]. The IGF-I response in healthy adults

(area under the concentration–time curve between 0 and

168 h) to somapacitan, at doses of 0.04, 0.08, and 0.16 mg/

kg, was comparable to the IGF-I response to Norditropin�

[15]. However, to ensure equality of somapacitan to once-

daily GH, as well as treatment safety, GH and IGF-I

accumulation must be understood, as elevated serum levels

of IGF-I have been associated with increased incidence of

adverse events, particularly those related to fluid retention

and deterioration of glucose metabolism.

The multiple-dose trial of somapacitan in subjects with

AGHD found no significant accumulation of IGF-I [15]. As

only single-dose data are available in children, accumula-

tion has not been addressed in this population and further

investigation of multiple doses by modeling in children

with GHD is warranted. This pooled modeling analysis

aimed to investigate the pharmacokinetics/pharmacody-

namics of once-weekly somapacitan to predict whether the

phase I trial doses (0.04–0.16 mg/kg) are appropriate for

children with GHD, and whether any covariates need to be

considered for optimal dosing. Specifically, we sought to

determine the dose–exposure–response relationship for

somapacitan to assess accumulation, impact of covariates

on pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, and whether

IGF-I levels support once-weekly dosing.

2 Methods

A pooled modeling analysis of data was conducted from

three placebo- or active-controlled (Norditropin�

NordiFlex� [Novo Nordisk, Denmark]) phase I trials of

somapacitan, including data from healthy adults (Clini-

calTrials.gov identifier NCT01514500: first human dose

trial) [14], and from two randomized studies of subjects;

one concerning subjects with AGHD (NCT01706783) [15],

the other children with GHD (NCT01973244) [13]

(Table 1).

Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic models were

developed from full pharmacokinetic and IGF-I profiles

following somapacitan dosing (Table 1). Inclusion criteria

have been published for each of these trials [13–15]. Data

from healthy adults assigned to the lowest dose cohort

(0.01 mg/kg) were removed from model development, as a

substantial proportion (34%) of these data were below the

lower limit of quantification (LLOQ). In addition, data for

one child were excluded from IGF-I analysis due to

inconsistencies in the IGF-I profile [an increase in IGF-I

during human (h)GH washout].

2.1 Ethical Approvals

Each trial met with approval from relevant local and

national ethics committees, and was conducted in accor-

dance with the International Conference on Harmonisation

(ICH) guidelines for Good Clinical Practice [16] and the

Declaration of Helsinki [17]. Before any study activity,

parents or guardians provided written informed consent and

subjects provided signed assent, where required.
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2.2 Dosing

Somapacitan was administered as once-weekly subcuta-

neous injections in each trial, either in single (subjects

receiving just one dose) or multiple doses (four doses over

4 weeks; Table 1). In healthy adults, single (0.01–0.32 mg/

kg) and multiple doses (0.02–0.24 mg/kg) were investi-

gated and compared with placebo [14]. In subjects with

AGHD, multiple doses were investigated (0.02–0.12 mg/

kg) and compared with daily injections of hGH

(Norditropin� NordiFlex�) [15]. In children with GHD,

only single doses were investigated (0.02–0.16 mg/kg) and

compared with daily injections of GH (Norditropin�

SimpleXx� [0.03 mg/kg]) [13]. Of note, in the trial

investigating once-weekly somapacitan in healthy adults,

the cohort randomized to single doses included only Cau-

casians, while those randomized to multiple doses included

both Japanese and Caucasian subjects.

2.3 Analytical Methods

Serial blood sampling for pharmacokinetic/pharmacody-

namic assessment was performed for up to 168 and 240 h

post dosing. Additional information about the blood

Table 1 Summary of clinical trials for model analysis

Trial number Subjects treated

with

somapacitan and

included in

model analysis

Study design Drug dose and administration Sampling design (rich

sampling)a

PK

samples

per profile

(15 min to

168 h)

IGF-I

samples

per

profile

(0–168 h)

Healthy adults

(NCT01514500)

[14]

73b Phase I, randomized, placebo-

controlled, double-blind study of

single and multiple doses of

somapacitan

Single dose only: 5 cohorts treated

with a single dose of somapacitan

(0.01c–0.32 mg/kg): 0.01 (n = 6),

0.04 (n = 6), 0.08 (n = 6), 0.16

(n = 6), 0.32 (n = 6) mg/kg

(n = 30), or placebo (n = 10) for

4 weeks

27 11

Single and multiple dose: 4 cohorts

treated with once-weekly doses of

somapacitan: (0.02–0.24 mg/kg):

0.02 (n = 12), 0.08 (n = 12), 0.16

(n = 12), 0.24 (n = 13) mg/kg, or

placebo (n = 4) for 4 weeks

27 11

Subjects with

AGHD

(NCT01706783)

[15]

26 Phase I, randomized (3:1), open-

label, active-controlled, dose-

escalation trial of multiple, once-

weekly doses of somapacitan,

compared with daily GH

Single and multiple dose: 4 cohorts

treated with once-weekly

somapacitan (0.02–0.12 mg/kg):

0.02 (n = 7), 0.04 (n = 6), 0.08

(n = 6), and 0.12 (n = 7) mg/kg

(n = 24), or daily injections of

Norditropin� NordiFlex� (n = 8)

for 4 weeks

24 9

Children with

GHD

(NCT01973244)

[13]

24 Phase I, randomized (3:1), open-

label, active-controlled, dose-

escalation trial of single doses of

once-weekly somapacitan vs. once-

daily GH in children with GHD

(0.03 mg/kg) (n = 8 each) for 7

days

Single dose only: 4 cohorts (n = 6)

treated with a single dose of

somapacitan (0.02–0.16 mg/kg):

0.02, 0.04, 0.08, and 0.16 mg/kg

(n = 24) or once-daily

Norditropin� SimpleXx�

(0.03 mg/kg) (n = 8 each) for 7

days

12 8

AGHD adult growth hormone deficiency, GH growth hormone, GHD growth hormone deficiency, IGF-I insulin-like growth factor-I, PD

pharmacodynamic, PK pharmacokinetic
a Rich sampling provided complete PK/PD profiles for each patient’s profile according to the number of samples specified
b In this trial the cohort randomized for treatment with single doses of somapacitan was limited to Caucasian subjects, while the multiple-dose

cohort included both Japanese and Caucasian subjects
c Subjects treated with somapacitan 0.01 mg/kg were not included in the present analysis
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sampling and assays is provided in the Electronic Supple-

mentary Material (ESM) Methods.

2.4 Pharmacometric Modeling Strategy

The following sections describe details on the model

development strategy. Final pharmacokinetic and pharma-

cokinetic/pharmacodynamic models including covariates

were identified by conducting a stepwise covariate analysis

(ESM Results and ESM Tables 1 and 2).

2.4.1 Data Handling

Pharmacokinetic data were log-transformed and analyzed

with additive error (i.e., pharmacokinetics were assumed to

follow a log-normal distribution). Separate residual distri-

butions were fitted to adults and children. Pharmacokinetic

data below the LLOQ were excluded. The residual error of

IGF-I (ng/mL) was assumed to follow a combined additive

and proportional distribution.

2.4.2 Structural Pharmacokinetic Model

Several candidate pharmacokinetic models were tested to

describe the observed non-linearity at high doses of

somapacitan [13–15]. These included one- and two-com-

partment models, with combinations of linear and non-

linear absorption models (first order, zero order, and sat-

urable with/without transit) and elimination models (linear,

saturable, and dual elimination). Target-mediated drug

disposition models were also tested.

2.4.3 Structural Pharmacokinetic/Pharmacodynamic

Model

Indirect response models were tested to describe the dose–

response and delay observed between peak pharmacoki-

netics and peak IGF-I [13–15]. Candidate pharmacokinetic/

pharmacodynamic models included models with additive

and proportional effects of somapacitan on the input rate of

IGF-I. The chosen model allowed the best fit to mean

change from baseline IGF-I data across doses and trials.

2.4.4 Model Variability

Base pharmacokinetic and pharmacokinetic/pharmacody-

namic models were constructed with inter-individual vari-

ability (IIV) and inter-occasion variability (IOV) without

any covariates. IIV and IOV for pharmacokinetic and

pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic parameters were

assumed to follow log-normal distributions and to be

mutually independent.

As a result of the non-linear structural pharmacokinetic

model and the high number of potential parameters with

variability, IIV and IOV were identified in a base model,

including only body weight as a covariate (identified as a

key covariate during exploratory analysis).

A systematic stepwise search for IIVs and IOVs on

pharmacokinetic parameters was conducted using maxi-

mum likelihood of models with IIV and IOV. Parameter

IIVs were included following a significant drop in objec-

tive function value (OFV) (–10.83, p\0.001), a reduction

in residual unexplained variability (RUV) of greater than

10%, and an IIV shrinkage less than 25%. IOVs were

included following a significant drop in OFV (–10.83,

p\0.001) and a reduction in RUV of greater than 20%.

IOV was only tested on parameters where IIVs were

significant.

The same procedure was followed for the pharmacoki-

netic/pharmacodynamic model, except IOV was omitted,

as it was not required to describe the day-to-day variation

in pharmacodynamic profiles.

Following selection of candidate pharmacokinetic and

pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic models, we tested for

random effects using a stepwise approach (ESM Results

and ESM Tables 1 and 2).

2.4.5 Covariate Analysis

A predefined set of covariates—body weight, age group

(children/adults), GHD status (GHD/healthy subject),

Japanese (yes/no), sex (male/female)—were tested in a

stepwise manner to all parameters identified with IIV.

Body weight was included as a continuous covariate and

implemented as follows:

Pi ¼ Ptyp � BW

85 kg

� �hBWP

� egPi ð1Þ

where Pi is the individual parameter for subject i, Ptyp is the

typical (population) parameter, BW is body weight, hBWP
is

the covariate relationship, and gPi is a normal distributed

value describing the unexplained IIV for subject i.

All other covariates were discrete and implemented as

follows:

Pi ¼ Ptyp � e hCovP �Covð Þ � egPi ð2Þ

where Cov is a discrete value taking 1 or 0 given the

covariate (e.g., child or adult) and hCovP is the covariate

relationship.

2.4.6 Evaluation of Final Models

Standard goodness-of-fit plots were generated during

development of both pharmacokinetic and
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pharmacodynamic models (ESM Figs. 1 and 2) to evaluate

the fit of the base model to the data. These included plots of

the observed concentrations versus population or individual

predicted concentration, plots of conditional weighted

residuals and plots of distributions of the conditional

weighted residuals. Full model scripts for the final phar-

macokinetic and pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic

models are available in the ESM.

2.4.7 Simulations

Population model simulations were performed using the

empirical Bayes estimates for each subject in the analyzed

population. All subjects were simulated on all dose levels.

Simulations of IGF-I were performed on a ng/mL scale and

values were transformed into IGF-I standard deviation

score (SDS; based on the subject age and sex using refer-

ence tables [18]).

The simulated IGF-I SDS levels in children on soma-

pacitan were compared with the pre-trial IGF-I levels

observed in the children, where they received daily hGH

(0.03 mg/kg) [13].

2.4.8 Software Implementation

Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic modeling was performed

using non-linear mixed effects (population) modeling in

NONMEM� software (Icon Development Solutions, Han-

over, MD, USA) [19]. Pharmacokinetic models (base and

final) were developed prior to the pharmacokinetic/pharma-

codynamic models (base and final) with pharmacokinetic and

pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic covariates added to the

base model for final model completion. Models were esti-

mated using the first-order conditional estimation method

implemented in NONMEM�.

3 Results

The pharmacokinetics of somapacitan were characterized

by a population pharmacokinetic model based on data from

three phase I trials in healthy adults, subjects with AGHD,

and children with GHD. The pharmacokinetics were

characterized by non-linear profiles with increasing expo-

sure at higher doses in both children and adults, while the

pharmacodynamics of IGF-I were characterized by a delay

in the peak response compared with the peak in

pharmacokinetics.

3.1 Data and Demographics

A total of 123 subjects were eligible for the analysis,

including 73 healthy adults, 26 subjects with AGHD, and

24 children with GHD. Baseline demographics and char-

acteristics are shown in Table 2.

A total of 5171 pharmacokinetic datapoints, from 123

subjects, were above the LLOQ (0.5 ng/mL) and were

included in the analysis. Conversely, 146 datapoints (2.7%)

below the LLOQ were excluded. Lastly, three datapoints

above the LLOQ were excluded, as these were recorded

very late following the dose of somapacitan and may have

had a negative impact on the model accuracy.

3.2 Pharmacokinetics of Somapacitan

3.2.1 Population Pharmacokinetic Model

A one-compartment model with dual first- and zero-order

absorption through a transit compartment and with sat-

urable elimination was used to describe somapacitan

pharmacokinetics. Parameters of the structural pharma-

cokinetic model were Ka (linear absorption rate constant),

K0/F (apparent zero-order absorption rate), Ktr (linear

transit rate constant), V/F (apparent volume of distribu-

tion), Vmax/F (apparent maximum rate of saturable elimi-

nation), and Km (Michaelis constant for saturable

elimination) (Table 3 and ESM Results). The chosen

model (Fig. 1) was the simplest that allowed a good fit to

geometric mean pharmacokinetic data across doses and

trials.

The final pharmacokinetic model including estimated

treatment affects (ETAs) and covariates was identified as

described in the ESM Results and ESM Table 1. Parame-

ters for the final pharmacokinetic model are shown in

Table 3.

3.2.2 Pharmacokinetic Evaluation

The accuracy of the model was illustrated by its close fit to

the geometric mean data from the three trials, with the

model closely replicating the changes in somapacitan

concentration over time, across the range of doses inves-

tigated in healthy adults, children with GHD, and subjects

with AGHD (Fig. 2). Standard goodness-of-fit analyses are

available in ESM Fig. 1. The exposure increased with

somapacitan dose in a greater than proportional rate

(Fig. 3).

3.2.3 Effect of Body Weight on Pharmacokinetics

Body weight was identified with a clear and relevant

influence on the exposure due to the significant change in

OFV with shared ETA on Vmax/F, K0/F, and V/F in

addition to ETAs on Ka and Ktr (ESM Methods and ESM

Table 1). When adjusting for the influence of body weight,

no other covariate factors were identified to influence the
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Table 2 Baseline demographics and characteristics of study population included in the model analysis from the three phase I trials of once-

weekly somapacitan

Category Group Healthy adults

(NCT01514500) [14]

Subjects with AGHD

(NCT01706783) [15]

Children with GHD

(NCT01973244) [13]

Total

Study population demographics

All N 73 26 24 123

Age group Children 0 0 24 24

Adult 73 26 0 99

GHD status GHD 0 26 24 50

Healthy 73 0 0 73

Sex Male 73 19 15 107

Female 0 7 9 16

Japanese Japanese 24 0 0 24

Not Japanese 49 26 24 99

Study population characteristics

Age (years) 33.9 (6.7)

[22.0–45.0]

51.4 (14.2)

[21.0–69.0]

8.3 (1.7)

[6.0–11.0]

32.6 (16.1)

[6.0–69.0]

Body weight (kg) 74.7 (12.0)

[54.6–99.8]

82.5 (17.0)

[54.1–120.5]

26.2 (7.1)

[18.5–41.2]

66.9 (23.8)

[18.5–120.5]

BMI (kg/m2) 23.6 (2.6)

[19.0–28.5]

27.2 (4.2)

[20.4–34.5]

16.3 (2.4)

[12.6–22.1]

22.9 (4.6)

[12.6–34.5]

Base IGF-I (ng/mL) 190.7 (43.2)

[101.0–322.5]

93.4 (40.7)

[32.5–186.5]

107.9 (90.1)

[10.0–403.0]

154.0 (70.6)

[10.0–403.0]

Data are given as n or mean (standard deviation) [range]

AGHD adult growth hormone deficiency, BMI body mass index, GHD growth hormone deficiency, IGF-I insulin-like growth factor-I

Table 3 Estimates: final pharmacokinetic model

Parameter Final PK model

Estimate for 85 kg

subject with AGHD

[95% CI]

pct.

RSE

IIV.

pct.CV

Shrinkage.

pct

IOV.

pct.CV

Shrinkage.

pct.IOV

Estimate for 25 kg

subject with GHD

[95% CI]

Ka (1/h) 0.0253 [0.0223–0.0284] 6.18 47.7 5.04 0.0468 [0.0413–0.0526]

K0/F (mg/h) 0.211 [0.189–0.233] 5.33 31.8a 11.6a 21.6a 18.0a 0.0441 [0.0395–0.0486]

Ktr (1/h) 0.0102 [0.00932–0.0111] 4.42 32.8 7.75 0.0189 [0.0172–0.0205]

V1/F (L) 12.5 [11.0–13.9] 5.89 31.8a 11.6a 21.6a 18.0a 2.61 [2.30–2.90]

Vmax/F (mg/h) 0.268 [0.238–0.298] 5.70 31.8a 11.6a 21.6a 18.0a 0.0560 [0.0500–0.0620]

Km (ng/mL) 63.0 [59.2–66.9] 3.09 63.0 [59.2–66.9]

hBWK0

b

hBWV1

hBWVmax

1.28 [1.13–1.44] 6.28

hBWKa

c

hBWKtr

– 0.503 [– 0.608 to – 0.398] 10.7

Experimental error adults 0.377 4.50

Experimental error children 0.425 10.6

AGHD adult growth hormone deficiency, BW body weight, CI confidence interval, CV coefficient of variation, F bioavailability, GHD growth

hormone deficiency, IIV inter-individual variability, IOV inter-occasion variability, K0 zero-order rate constant, Ka linear absorption rate

constant, Km Michaelis constant for saturable elimination, Ktr linear transit rate constant, pct percentage, PK pharmacokinetic, RSE relative

standard error, V1 volume of distribution, Vmax maximum elimination rate
a Same IIV and IOV implemented on all three parameters
b Shared covariate between K0, V1, and Vmax (i.e., proportional to F)
c Shared covariate between Ka and Ktr
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pharmacokinetic properties of somapacitan. Based on the

final model, it is possible to predict the level and the

variability in pharmacokinetics, both for fixed dosing

(dosing in mg) and for dosing scaled to body weight

(dosing in mg/kg). These data indicate higher variability in

pharmacokinetics following fixed dosing, especially in

children with GHD (ESM Table 3), indicating a larger

impact on pharmacokinetics of scaling to body weight in

children.

3.3 Pharmacodynamics of Somapacitan

3.3.1 Population Pharmacodynamic Model

Stimulation of the IGF-I production rate by somapacitan

concentration was tested for additive and proportional

effect.

An indirect response pharmacokinetic/pharmacody-

namic model with saturable effect relationship between the

somapacitan pharmacokinetics and IGF-I rate of produc-

tion was used to describe the IGF-I time profile. The

complete concentration–time course was used as input to

the pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model based on

individual estimated pharmacokinetic parameters of the

final pharmacokinetic model (sequential approach). Sys-

temic parameters of the structural pharmacokinetic/phar-

macodynamic model were Kin (production rate of IGF-I),

Kout (first-order turn-over of IGF-I), Emax (maximum

increase in IGF-I production rate), and EC50 (somapacitan

concentration corresponding to half-maximum stimulation

of IGF-I production rate).

The final pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model

parameters are found in Table 4 (see also details in ESM

Results and ESM Table 2).

3.3.2 Pharmacodynamic Evaluation

The indirect response pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic

model provided a good fit of the observed data. Parameters

for the final pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model are

shown in Table 4. The good fit was illustrated by the

population prediction’s close fit to the observed pharma-

codynamic data (IGF-I change from baseline) (Fig. 4). In

addition, as with the pharmacokinetic model, this is also

illustrated in the assessment of model goodness-of-fit

(ESM Fig. 2).

The dose–response relationship to change from baseline

IGF-I data was similar in AGHD and healthy subjects, but

markedly lower in children with GHD (Figs. 3 and 4).

3.3.3 Effect of Body Weight and Growth Hormone

Deficiency (GHD) on Pharmacodynamics

The pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic characteristics

were well-described by the IGF-I dose–response relation-

ships to body weight and GHD status (Fig. 3). GHD status

primarily affected baseline IGF-I, and the differences

between healthy and AGHD subjects were marginal in

terms of the change from baseline in the IGF-I profiles.

Body weight was found to affect IGF-I elimination and

IGF-I response with an inverse relationship to the effect on

pharmacokinetics. The body weight effects on IGF-I

appeared to cancel out the effects on pharmacokinetics, so

that in contrast to pharmacokinetics, fixed-, or weight-

based dosing had little impact on the variability of the IGF-

I response (ESM Table 3).

3.4 Simulation of Pharmacokinetics and Insulin-

Like Growth Factor-I (IGF-I) for Phase II

in Children with GHD

Once-weekly dosing of somapacitan resulted in little to no

accumulation in the model when dosed at between 0.01 and

0.32 mg/kg in subjects with AGHD. Similarly, in children

with GHD, the model predicted little to no accumulation

when dosed once-weekly at between 0.04 and 0.16 mg/kg

(Fig. 5).

The pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model was

used to support the phase II dose selection of somapacitan

in children with GHD (0.04–0.16 mg/kg), targeting doses

resulting in a range of IGF-I levels that were lower or

higher than the IGF-I levels following clinical daily doses

[abs]

[IGF-I]

[transit]

[central]
V/F

Emax · C
C + EC50

Kin

Kout

Ktr

Ka

K0/F

Vmax/F · C
C + Km

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the structural pharmacokinetic/phar-

macodynamic model for somapacitan. The pharmacokinetic model

included a dual pathway from absorption compartment [abs] to

central compartment [central] through first-order absorption and zero-

order absorption through a transit compartment [transit]. The

pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model included an indirect

response relationship (dashed line) between the central compartment

and the insulin-like growth factor-I compartment [IGF-I]. C soma-

pacitan concentration in the central compartment, EC50 somapacitan

concentration corresponding to half-maximum stimulation of IGF-I

production rate, Emax maximum increase in IGF-I production rate,

F bioavailability, IGF-I insulin-like growth factor-I, K0 zero-order

rate constant, Ka linear absorption rate constant, Kin production rate of

IGF-I, Km Michaelis-Menten constant for saturable elimination, Kout

first-order turnover of IGF-I, Ktr linear transit rate constant, V volume

of distribution, Vmax maximum elimination rate
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of hGH (Fig. 5). Based on the simulations, once-weekly

dosing of 0.04 mg/kg/week is expected to provide peak

IGF-I levels that match the average daily hGH treatment;

0.08 mg/kg/week is expected to provide average IGF-I

levels that match the average daily hGH treatment; and

0.16 mg/kg/week is expected to provide higher IGF-I

levels than with daily hGH, but with average concentra-

tions not exceeding ?2 SDS.

4 Discussion

We have developed a pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic

model that accurately describes the data obtained from

three phase I trials of once-weekly somapacitan. A tight fit

to the observed data with a plausible semi-mechanistic

implementation indicate that the model is adequate to

predict pharmacokinetic and IGF-I profiles resulting from

(a) Healthy adult; single dose

(c) Subject with AGHD; single dose

(b) Healthy adult; steady state

(d) Subject with AGHD; steady state

(e) Children with GHD; single dose
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Fig. 2 Pharmacokinetic profiles for somapacitan, with final model fit

a for a single dose in healthy adults; b at steady state in healthy

adults; c a single dose in subjects with AGHD; d at steady state in

subjects with AGHD; and e for a single dose in children with GHD.

Somapacitan concentration versus time profiles. Panels a, c, and

e show single-dose and panels b and d show steady-state profiles for

each dose group in trials of healthy adults (NCT01514500), subjects

with AGHD (NCT01706783), and children with GHD

(NCT01973244). Points are geometric mean with 95% confidence

intervals. Lines are population predictions. AGHD adult growth

hormone deficiency, GHD growth hormone deficiency
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Fig. 3 Dose–exposure for a single dose and b multiple doses and

exposure–response for c single dose and d multiple doses of

somapacitan. Panels a and b show observed geometric mean for

somapacitan Cavg with 95% confidence interval overlaid with

individual simulations from all subjects on each dose level after a

single dose and at steady state. Panels c and d show observed change

from baseline (D) IGF-I levels (points) with mean (filled points) and

95% confidence intervals for each dose group overlaid with individual

simulations (lines) based on all subjects on each dose level after a

single dose and at steady state. Each dose group is plotted at the

median average concentration. AGHD adulthood GHD, Cavg geomet-

ric mean, GHD growth hormone deficiency, IGF-I insulin-like growth

factor-I, SDS standard deviation score

Table 4 Estimates: final pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model

Parameter Final PK/PD model

Estimate for 85 kg subject with AGHD

[95% CI]

pct.RSE IIV.pct.CV Shrinkage.pct Estimate for 25 kg subject with GHD

[95% CI]

Kout (1/h) 0.0252 [0.0214–0.0290] 7.73 22.1 17.6 0.0340 [0.0288–0.0391]

Kin (ng/mL/h) 2.19 [1.79–2.59] 9.31 36.9 12.4 2.19 [1.79–2.59]

EC50 (ng/mL) 16.8 [14.7–18.9] 6.48 16.8 [14.7–18.9]

Emax (ng/mL/h) 15.1 [14.2–16.0] 3.09 20.7 22.0 8.60 [8.09–9.11]

hBWKout
- 0.244 [- 0.403 to - 0.0861] 33.1

hBWEmax
0.460 [0.332–0.587] 14.2

hHVKout
- 0.241 [- 0.377 to - 0.106] 28.7

hHVKin
0.550 [0.363–0.737] 17.4

Additive error (ng/

mL)

7.32 4.61

Proportional error

(%)

14.3 4.61

AGHD adult growth hormone deficiency, BW body weight, CI confidence interval, CV coefficient of variation, EC50 somapacitan concentration

corresponding to half-maximum stimulation of IGF-I production rate, Emax maximum increase in IGF-I production rate, GHD growth hormone

deficiency, HV healthy volunteer (vs. GHD), IGF-I insulin-like growth factor-I, IIV inter-individual variability, Kin production rate of IGF-I, Kout

first-order turnover of IGF-I, pct percentage, PD pharmacodynamic, PK pharmacokinetic, RSE relative standard error
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multiple dosing in children with GHD. This model pro-

vides reassurance, in the absence of a multiple-dosing trial

of somapacitan in children, that once-weekly dosing will be

unlikely to result in accumulation of somapacitan. Fur-

thermore, IGF-I levels are expected to be elevated from

baseline throughout the dosing interval, indicating efficacy,

while also remaining within the normal range less than

?2 SDS, as is the case in multiple-dose trials in adults

[15].

4.1 Mechanistic Description

of the Pharmacokinetics

As previously illustrated in the phase I trials [13–15],

somapacitan was found to follow non-linear
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(b) Healthy adult; steady state

(c) Subject with AGHD; single dose

(e) Children with GHD; single dose

(d) Subject with AGHD; steady state
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Fig. 4 Pharmacodynamic profiles with final model fit for somapac-

itan, with final model fit a for a single dose in healthy adults; b at

steady state in healthy adults; c for a single dose in subjects with

AGHD; d at steady state in subjects with AGHD; and e for a single

dose in children with GHD. IGF-I change from baseline versus time

profiles. Panels a, c, and e show the change from baseline profiles of

IGF-I for single dose and steady state (panels b and d) for each

somapacitan dose group in trials of healthy adults (NCT01514500),

subjects with AGHD (NCT01706783), and children with GHD

(NCT01973244). Points are geometric mean with 95% confidence

intervals. Lines are population predictions. AGHD adult growth

hormone deficiency, GHD growth hormone deficiency, IGF-I insulin-

like growth factor-I
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pharmacokinetics with a relationship to body weight. The

non-linear shoulder in pharmacokinetics observed at high

concentrations of somapacitan was explained by saturable

elimination in the pharmacokinetic model as well as the

dual absorption. For low doses, almost the entire dose is

absorbed via the zero-order pathway, which enters slowly

into the central compartment so that plasma concentrations

appear to follow standard linear kinetics. For larger doses,

a large fraction is absorbed quickly, leading to a charac-

teristic non-linear pharmacokinetic time course. The char-

acteristic dose-dependent features of somapacitan

pharmacokinetics have been characterized and connected

to a semi-mechanistic model describing the pharmacoki-

netic properties adequately. We note that model estimation

is based on subcutaneous data alone, making a robust dif-

ferentiation between absorption and elimination difficult.

4.2 Covariates (In Particular, Body Weight)

Body weight was a key driver of variability during the

stepwise covariate model build [20] and a very strong

predictor of pharmacokinetics, sufficient to explain the

difference in pharmacokinetics between children and

adults. Body weight was also identified as a covariate for

IGF-I elimination and response (along with GHD status),

with an inverse relationship to the effect on pharmacoki-

netics. This is also consistent with the observed exposure–

response relationship in children and adults and explains

why children need higher relative doses (in mg/kg) than

adults to obtain comparable effects on IGF-I levels.

Regarding additional covariates, the results suggested no

differences between males and females, healthy subjects

and GHD subjects, Japanese and Caucasians, or children

and adults following adjustment for body weight. However,

the covariate analysis was limited by the low number of

subjects, lower number of females than males, and by

demographic correlations. As such, sex, a potential

covariate for pharmacokinetics, was not identified as a

covariate, which could reflect the low number of females in

the dataset or correlation between sex and body weight.

Similarly, demographic correlations could conceal covari-

ate effects in the pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic

parameters describing IGF-I. For example, age and sex

may have been expected pharmacokinetic/pharmacody-

namic covariates since IGF-I levels (ng/mL) vary with

these in healthy subjects [18]. Body weight was strongly

correlated with age in children and, for this reason, age

group was subsequently included as a discrete covariate

(adult/children).

4.3 Dosing (Titration Versus Per Kilo Versus Flat)

The predicted variability of somapacitan in our population

models, which compared weight-scaled dosing (mg/kg)

with flat dosing (mg), suggest that, as per current guideli-

nes and clinical practice, hGH can be dosed effectively by

adjusting for body weight (in children with GHD) and by

using standard titration regimens (in subjects with AGHD)

[1, 2, 4]. Variability in the predicted average somapacitan

concentration (percentage coefficient of variation [CV%])

is lowest when utilizing a weight-scaled dosing (mg/kg)

compared with a flat dosing (mg) regimen in children with

GHD. Thus, ignoring the body weight effect would result

in children being exposed to a higher range of GH levels.

Lower variability for weight-based dosing was also

observed in subjects with AGHD, albeit with a smaller

reduction in variability and reduced benefit. The reduction
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Fig. 5 Simulated a predicted pharmacokinetic and b IGF-I profiles

for phase II trial doses in a mean population of children with growth

hormone deficiency. Panel a shows mean population predicted

pharmacokinetics and panel b shows IGF-I in children with growth

hormone deficiency. The full horizontal line shows the mean observed

pre-trial SDS (during hGH treatment) and the dotted horizontal line

shows the mean observed baseline (after washout of hGH) for the

observed population. Parameter confidence intervals and variabilities

are available in Table 4 and are not shown here for clarity. hGH
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in variability by weight-based dosing was not directly

reflected in the IGF-I levels.

4.4 How Modeling Supported Phase II Doses

Dose selection of somapacitan has been guided by phar-

macokinetic/pharmacodynamic modeling of IGF-I levels

throughout the drug development process. This supported

the dose-titration algorithm for somapacitan used in

REAL (REversible ALbumin binding) 2, a phase III trial

in patients with AGHD [21]. Mean IGF-I SDS values were

maintained throughout the trial, remaining between 0 and

2 SDS; somapacitan was well-tolerated and no safety

issues were identified. Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic

modeling was also used to supported the selection of doses

to be used in phase II trials in children in order to match

IGF-I levels achieved with somapacitan to those achieved

with once-daily hGH. As illustrated by our model, a

dynamic IGF-I profile over the week is seen with once-

weekly somapacitan, whereas a more stable IGF-I response

is expected during hGH treatment. Considering the vari-

ability with once-weekly somapacitan and the potential for

differences in the action of somapacitan and once-daily

hGH (i.e., direct vs. indirect [mediated via IGF-I] effects of

GH) [22], it is important to assess somapacitan over a range

of clinical doses in children with GHD. The results from

our simulations support the dose selection (0.04–0.16 mg/

kg) for phase II trials of somapacitan in children with

GHD. This dose range should allow an exploration of the

effects of somapacitan with IGF-I levels being lower

(0.04 mg/kg IGF-I peak matching hGH), similar (0.08 mg/

kg mean IGF-I matching hGH), and above (0.16 mg/kg)

those observed with daily hGH, while not exceeding

? 2 SDS.

5 Conclusions

A population pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model of

once-weekly somapacitan provided an accurate description

of phase I pharmacokinetic and IGF-I data in adults

(healthy and AGHD) and children (GHD). Body weight

was identified as a covariate and was predictive of the

differences observed in the pharmacokinetics and phar-

macodynamics between children and adults. Model pre-

dictions suggested elevated IGF-I profiles from baseline

within the entire dosing interval, despite little or no accu-

mulation of somapacitan when dosing once-weekly in

adults and children with GHD. Based on the expected

relationship between IGF-I and beneficial effects of GH

treatment, it is concluded that somapacitan pharmacoki-

netics/pharmacodynamics support once-weekly dosing in

adults and children with GHD. The safety and efficacy of

somapacitan needs to be confirmed in phase II and III trials

to provide clinical evidence that once-weekly dosing of

somapacitan is appropriate in children with GHD and

subjects with AGHD.
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